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The PET/X solution
The best course of therapy for each breast cancer patient needs to be selected to avoid the
delays, side effects, and costs of ineffective treatments. Doing so at the earliest stage possible,
when the disease is most vulnerable, is crucial. Genetic and receptor-status tests rely on
population-based outcomes and are not patient specific. In contrast, a PET/X Scanner directly
measures response to therapy by quantifying the bioactivity of the disease before and after a
micro-dose of therapy.
We are developing a dual-mode positron emission tomography / x-ray mammography
scanner (PET/X) to improve the way in which breast cancer therapies are matched to patients
by providing early evaluation of therapy efficacy through ‘window-of-opportunity’ studies on an
individual patient basis. A compact PET imaging module that can be used as an add-on with Xray mammography scanners will help inform the physician’s choices of effective therapies for
breast cancer patients and clinical trials of new therapies.
The window-of-opportunity paradigm is
being investigated for breast cancer as well
as other cancers (Fig. 1). The advantage of
PET imaging is the quantitative measure of
tracer uptake. However, this advantage is
lost when imaging small objects (< 2cm) in
a standard whole-body PET scanner due to
limited resolution, and lesions 2 cm or less
in size are the most prevalent at breast
cancer diagnosis.

Fig. 1. Example of a windowof-opportunity study in the
Neo-ALTTO trial. Top:
Baseline study showing tumor
(arrow). Bottom: After 2
weeks of anti-HER2 treatment
showing metabolic response.
Patient later had pathologic
complete response. This
example was a large tumor
(>3cm) imaged on a wholebody PET scanner [1]

To meet resolution and quantitative performance needs for assessing therapeutic efficacy in
early stage disease, the PET/X Scanner combines compact form, innovative detector design,
optimized signal-multiplexing technology, and statistical-based positioning/image-reconstruction
methods. PET/X will deliver a high level of confidence in meausring reponse to therapy in
leasions as small as 5mm. This is a 4–8× improved resolution compared with whole-body PET
systems, where tumors would have to be 2-4 cm in diameter for a similar confidence level [2].
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